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MaryMels Swanee , Senior Stallion, No longer standing to the public
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Mary & Mel Frandsen
506 S 100 W
American Fork UT
marymelm@aol.com
www.marymelmorgans.com
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Congratulations to the new owners of the Palomino stallion Marymels Brandy
Chuck & Kielian DeWitt
613 Fish Hatchery Road
Hamilton Montana 59840
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Name________________________________________________
Farm
Name________________________________________________
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Address:_____________________________________________
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City:________________________________________________

*Please send your farm news, photos and interesting articles for publication to Vali Suddarth 4832 State Road BB, Montreal, Mo.
65591. vali@dam.net Club member participation is needed and very appreciated.
*Any typos or omissions PLEASE let me
know. Apology in advance.
*Next issue due out October 2008
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Phone: (______) ________________________________
E-Mail
Address______________________________________________
Web site
address______________________________________________
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Check: ( ) Stallion Service ( )Stallion Service/Semen
Trans ( ) Stock For Sale ( ) Visitors Welcome
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*Cover photo: 2008 foal Missouris MOJO Image
(Emmy)
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State: ______________Zip____________
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n checks payable to MSFHA and mail to:
a
c Janet Hunter 337 Hess Lane
Cobden, IL 62920

MSFHA STANDARD GAIT DESCRIPTIONs

Single-foot: a broad term used by old time horsemen to describe any gait other than a two beat gait. A single foot hits the ground at
a time. MSFHA has adopted the term ‘Single-Foot” as an umbrella term to describe the continuum. It includes the following gaits: fox
trot, running walk, rack and stepping pace.
Fox Trot: A four beat gait where the diagonal hooves move together with the front hoof hitting the ground slightly before the rear.
Running Walk: An even four beat cadence with each hoof hitting the ground singly, similar to a flat foot walk but with more speed.
Rack: A four beat cadence with each hoof hitting the ground singly but somewhat laterally in nature. The rack more closely resembles the running walk, but can develop more speed.
Stepping Pace: A four beat gait in which the lateral hooves move together with the hind hoof hitting the ground slightly before the front. This gait
is sometimes called a broken pace.
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The Morgan Single-Footing Horse Association (MSFHA) is
a recognized service organization of the American Morgan
Horse Association (AMHA). The MSFHA takes the position
of promoting all Morgan types and disciplines with particular emphasis and promotion of the inherent four beat gaits
found within the present registry of the Morgan breed.
MSFHA is committed to research, education and promotion of these Morgan horses due to their outstanding athletic abilities.
Visit our web site at http://www.msfha.com

The Morgan Single-Footing Horse News
is the official newsletter of the Morgan Single-Footing
Horse Association under the umbrella of the American
Morgan Horse Association. Neither the Associations nor
the editors are responsible for opinions expressed in the
articles or letters submitted for publication. Articles,
photos or other submissions must come with permission
to publish and be free of copyright infringement and are
guaranteed as such by anyone submitting items.

2006-2008 Officers
President
Ken Thomas, Thomas Morgans
650 E. 1070 N
Richfield, UT 84701
435-896-6824 klthomas@altazip.com
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 Quarterly newsletter
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 Half Price discount web sites by Heidi Sutton Design

Vice President
Mel Frandsen Marymel Morgans
American Fork, Utah
801-756-4655
marymelm@aol.com

 Free text ads on classifieds page of MSFHA web site
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when submitted as you wish it to appear on the
MSFHA site. We reserve the right to reject any submissions that are not properly composed or lack contact
information!!

Secretary/Treasurer
Janet Hunter, Hunter Hill Morgan Farm
337 Hess Lane
Cobden, IL 62920
hunterhf@shawneelink.net
Publisher/ Editor
Vali Suddarth, Missouri Morgans
4832 State Road BB
Montreal, MO 65591
vali@dam.net 417-286-4720
Advisors:
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Jim Suddarth
MissouriMorgans
417-286-4720
vali@dam.net

Noel Sousa-Powers
Foster City, CA 94404
650-570-0511
seamystiq@msn.com
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 Free listing on member page if requested

All PAID photo advertisements are posted on MSFHA
Classifieds page as they appear in newsletter.
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Gary Gray, Silvershoe Morgans
Highland, UT
801-756-4175
gary_l_gray22@msn.com
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Member Benefits

an

Advertising Rates:

Color ads:

B&W ads:

Full Page: $60
Full Page: $30
Front inside cover $100.
Back Cover $100.
1/2Page: $15

Short classified ad- $10.00
Business card ad- $10.00
Articles, ads and photos submission
Articles, ads, or photographs may be mailed via
post office to Vali Suddarth 4832 State Road BB,
Montreal, MO 65591 or emailed to vali@tds.net EMailed documents should be submitted in Word (doc,&
wpd) jpeg, pdf. Scan photos at or about 300 dpi for
clearest picture. Please keep files under 400 kb where
possible for faster downloading.

Don Prohaska, Bucksnort Morgans
Kasson, MN
507-634-7514
bucksnort@pobox.com
Martha Cather, Val Verde Morgans
San Antonio, New Mexico
505-835-5685
martha@prrc.nmt.edu
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A NOTE FROM KEN
Hello to all of you gaited Morgan admirers,
I suppose that like me most of you have had a busy summer and its too quickly drawing to a close.
It seems like I can never get all my summer work done. That includes everything I had planned for
my horses. The good news is that our annual ride and meeting will soon be here. We are posting
directions to our cabin so everyone can find it here in Utah. If you need further directions or information please email me or feel free to call. We have some great educational stuff planned as well
as some great riding and good food and entertainment. I hope to see many of you here over Labor
Day weekend. Please let me if you plan to attend so I can make sure we have enough food and
room. Food being the most important. We are going to have a great time!!!!
The horse market seems to be down nationally, however there always is a market for the specialty horses. I think
that's where we fit in, and even though sales might be a little tighter in areas there are still allot of folks out there trail
riding and still needing the great gaited Morgan trail horse that just cant be beat. What I am saying is that if anything
we need to just do a better job of marketing and promotion and we as a club will be working on that in the future. I remain very optimistic and enthusiastic about what we have to offer. Also we are a small club and it is important to each
do our part by staying positive and never speaking negatively about others or their horses. I believe this should include not only our club and breed but all others as well.
Vali is doing a great job with the newsletter and that combined with the annual meetings help to bring comrodery and
connectedness, even though we are spread out across the country and even world to some extent.
Once again let me invite each of you to this years get together. If you haven't been or its been a long time please
come. It will be a great time and we will love seeing you.
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Speedy Trails,
Ken Thomas
MSFHA pres
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Hi Everybody! Here we are with summer drawing to a close and it seems as though spring was just a
few weeks back. It sounds as though Ken has a great weekend planned for us over Labor Day
this year. I hope you have all had enough time to make plans to be there and enjoy the company
of other club members and gaited Morgan enthusiasts. I know the ride in Missouri was really fun,
especially meeting the people you communicate with regularly. There’s just never enough time to
say everything or hear everything.
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I have a new page I’m trying with this newsletter and that’s for emails and inquiries from club members
and people who are interested in hearing about gaited Morgans. I thought it might be interesting for
everyone to be able to realize how much email we get on the horses, and so I just put a few samples
on the page.
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The newsletter project is a big project. I enjoy doing it, and I do it because I just love this horse and the good people owning
this horse. I believe in the cause of continuing to breed good quality gaited Morgans, and if somebody doesn’t do a newsletter,
the club will loose momentum and encouragement. The Gaited Morgan is almost like an endangered species, and I don’t think
AMHA is going to take on the cause of preserving the genetic gene pool for the future. God gifted me a career where I can often make time to dedicate it to an outside interest. Sometimes not. The best thing I could wish for in the way of having some
help is that each of you get out your cameras. If you take photos….heck I can write a story around what you tell me about the
photo. Or even better yet, write me or call me and tell me a story that I could use in the newsletter. If you are a new member,
I’d like to hear from you so I can do a profile on you, your family, farm and horses. In putting the newsletter together, wri ting articles, editing photos, laying out the advertisement, I continue to forget to Thank my husband Jim. You see, this newsletter gets
written primarily when Jim and I are sitting side by side on the couch watching some western. This time of year, we’re usually
outside until 9:30, or 10pm, and then we’re in here having a snack and watching a good ole western. I’m pecking away on my
laptop, working on a story, or on a photo layout, and Jim has a pretty strong opinion about good, bad, and otherwise. I truly
value his input on what I’mputting together for the club, so...next time you talk to him, let him know we appreciate his input too.
Jim has recently been appointed as an advisor which seemed a natural move considering he has a large input of ideas and is
dedicated to promoting gaited Morgans and matching buyers to sellers.
Another way someone can choose to help preserve the Gaited Morgan would be to gather up and create a museum quality
presentation of gaited Morgan artifacts in the form of Winnings in open classes, photographs, documents. The Morgan Horse
Museum has expressed an interest in having a Gaited Morgan Display.
Hope many of you can be in Utah over Labor Day….Best Wishes, Vali
3
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If you are coming from Salt Lake City, take I-15 south to Nephi. Take the 3rd
Nephi exit and go south through Levin, Gunnison, and Salina. At Salina get
on I-70 east bound for 18 miles (2nd exit) and get off at exit # 73. If you are
coming from Colorado on I-70 west bound you will pass Geenriver and then
take exit # 73. (you will want to get gas at Greenriver as it is the last town
until Salina, aprox 110 miles). When you get off from I-70 at exit 73 you will
go north on the paved road for 7 1/2 miles. You will see a white sign on the
right that says Acord Lakes Resort. You will turn left on a gravel road for
aprox 200 yards and then another right onto airport road. There is a sign on
airport road and also a sign pointing to Lizonbe springs and Duncan
Mountain. You will pass terrace rd and Skumpaw rd on your left and you
will take a left on the next road witch is base rd but there is no sign on it. It
is aprox 1 1/2 miles down airport rd. about 100yrds down base road there is
a sign that points to the right to homestead rd. you will take that right
which will bring you right to my cabin. You will pass a red steel gait that is
usually locked but I will have it open. After the gait you will pass 2 or 3
cabins on your left and see an ugly trailer on your right. If you pass my
place you will run into a forest boundary fence and have to turn around it is
a very short distance from my cabin to the fence. My cabin has a green
steel roof and a big deck out on the front. You will see a horse trailer and
horses around and you will know you have found the right place. It is
lot187 which doesn’t mean much as there are no lot signs. It is aprox 2 1/2
miles after you leave the paved road, but it is a good gravel road and you
can drive a car right to the cabin. Look forward to seeing you there.
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Friday August 29th
Ride in the morning Clinic in the afternoon with Dr.Stan Allen
Dinner, story swapping and a video planned for Friday evening
Saturday August 30th Breakfast Saturday morning and a ride. Afternoon, more visiting
and an afternoon presentation on Foundation Morgans by Nancy Nard followed by the
evening dinner and official business meeting after dinner.
Sunday August 31st Free for all to just ride, visit, or tour the local area.
Monday is mostly a departure day.
There are a couple of sleeping rooms and a bathroom. Primitive camping, but beautiful riding and the best company. Hope to see you all there.
Ken Thomas

klthomas@altazip.com

435-896-6824
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Schaenzer’s Red Baron…
Weanling FANCY colt ! Carries
the silver dapple gene, can throw
silver dapple with black based
mares. $4000 as a stallion or less
with some breedings reserved.
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Gaited 3 year old filly, flaxen/chestnut 14.3 hands $4000.
Weanling gaited filly $3500. Very gaited, very athletic
should mature to 14.3 hands

Steve & Sue Schaenzer
541-510-2040
ponysu7@yahoo.com

www.rainbowsgaitranch.com

Grand Nationals October 4-11
Oklahoma City...volunteers are needed for various youth events at the Grand Nationals this year. If you have a
horse that you could volunteer for in hand and other judge classes for a youth competing or would like to
donate your time to assist with youth events contact Amanda@morganhorse.com. Support the future.
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Horses for sale? Don’t forget to submit classifieds to The Morgan Horse magazine, or go online to
www.Morganhorse.com and submit your ad for free or photo ads are $10.
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Creative Performance Acts Wanted 2010 will see the Kentucky Horse Park as the host for World Equestrian
Games. Competitions will begin in 2009 at each AMHA Regional show. For more details contact AMHA.
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Win a Morgan Horse! Essay Contest...open to youth under age 21 see AMHA website for details or email
sarafiremark@aol.com
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ANNUAL RIDE UTAH
LABOR DAY 2008

MSFHA appoints new advisors: welcome new advisors Jim Suddarth of Missouri, and Noel Sousa Powers from Foster
City California. Both are very active members of the MSFHA. Noel is recognized for the versatile events she engages in
with her Morgans, and has contributed several articles and good information to MSFHA. Jim Suddarth is a breeder and trail
rider, and assists the editor of this newsletter. (should probably be assistant editor!)
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Monthly Conference Calls Each month on a Sunday evening, your advisors, MSFHA officers, and newsletter editor
gather on the telephone for a formal meeting to discuss club business. It has served to provide continuity of direction and
provide the club with the benefit of knowledge and experience from those who volunteer. A dedicated group of
volunteers helping to make proactive decisions on behalf of and for the benefit of the club. The minutes of these telephone
conference calls are published on the MSFHA website and can also be provided in hard copy to any member asking.
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Annual Meeting Many of you probably already know the annual meeting and ride for 2008 is planned for Ken Thomas
camp in Utah over Labor Day weekend. See details on directions and contact information advertised in this issue.
Gaited Morgan Sales Report Numerous breeders and gaited Morgan enthusiasts are experiencing good sales for the 2008
season. The prices have remained profitable, and requests to purchase seasoned trail horses are coming faster than we can
match buyer to seller. So...get those young horses started and ready because the market for gaited Morgans is GROWING!
Membership Dues Don’t miss an issue of the newsletter . Be sure to keep your membership fee of $20.00 paid up
Check with Janet Hunter on your membership status.
Newsletter Stories and photos always needed for the newsletter. Contact vali@dam.net to submit items or if you need help
processing a story or photo.
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When You're Not Hot to Trot: How to Work with Trotty Horses
By Brenda Imus
It can sometimes be more of a challenge to 'smooth out' the gaits of a horse with a strong trot tendency than it
is to work with a pacier animal. There are a few reasons why this is so. First of all, gaitedness is essentially
based on the animal's ability to perform a laterally based gait. In other words, there must somewhere be the
innate 'blood,' or genetic ability, to break from the strictly diagonally based trot to something more lateral. In
the horse population as a whole, trotting blood is much more prevalent than pacing blood. It is also true that 'a
trot breeds stronger than a pace.' If you breed a trotter and a pacer together, the resulting offspring will tend
more toward trot than pace. Even young horses thus bred who demonstrate an intermediate gait early on tend
to drift more toward the trot as weanlings and yearlings, becoming strongly confirmed to that gait before ever
seeing a saddle.
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Now, therefore, you own a horse that wants to trot, trot, trot. You know this animal has some gaited blood, and
should be able to do a good saddle gait. How do you bring it out?

T

The first thing to do with such a horse is encourage it to relax. Don't ask it to gait at speed. A horse that is
stressed will tighten up and do whatever gait is currently the easiest. So for at least one full week (sometimes
much longer), simply ride the horse at various speeds at the walk while asking it to bend and give to your legs
and hand. Soft and supple-as usual-are the operative words here.
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Once the horse has relaxed its mind and body, and learned to trust that you aren't going to push it beyond its
ability, begin to ask for more speed. Since downhill inclines encourage more lateral action, try to work the
horse at slightly more speed while riding down gentle inclines. Be careful not to overdo this! You might find
yourself taking a bad tumble if the horse stumbles at speed on a steep hill. If the horse breaks to a straight trot
(you'll know!) bring it back to a walk. When riding uphill, never ask for more than a strong walk-or perhaps an
easy, relaxed canter, if your horse is mature. Do not allow the horse to trot.
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Heavier riders increase the tendency toward lateral action, so don't hesitate to use a heavy saddle, or allow a
heavy rider to put some time on the horse. Weight, in this case, is a good thing! (We knew that had to be true
somewhere in this world, didn't we?)
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These practices alone may help you obtain an acceptable intermediate gait-most likely it will be the diagonally
oriented fox trot. If that happens, then simply keep working the horse as you have been, gradually asking the
horse for more speed at gait, for slightly increasing lengths of time. Remember, however, that you're asking
the horse to use its body in an entirely new way, and don't expect too much, too fast. If you make the horse
sore, it will be less able and willing to cooperate with future efforts.
If these simple devices don't produce an acceptable gait, then you're going to have to introduce your horse to
lateral work. This teaches your horse to give you independent control of his fore and back ends. Once that
kind of control is established from the saddle, when two diagonal sets of legs are working together in a hard
trot, you can use your riding aids to literally 'bump' them out of synchrony. Voila'! Intermediate gait.

7

Lateral Basics

Lateral work trains the horse to become increasingly responsive to the rider's hand, seat and leg aids. While
this work requires diligence, it needn't be complicated. The payoff is in vastly improved overall horsemanship
abilities, as well as in a greatly improved riding horse. I encourage all riders to learn some of these basic techniques, and teach them to their mounts. It is literally the difference between being a mere passenger who
knows only how to stay up on top of a horse and make it do some general riding chores, and a true rider who
enjoys a working partnership with the animal.
Start this work by teaching your horse, from the ground, to give to pressure. You can actually begin this work
even with a very young foal-but horses of any age are capable of learning these exercises. Stand at the
horse's side, holding the reins (or lead rope) and use your hand or a riding crop (gently!) to push the horse's
haunches away from you, while keeping its front feet in place. If necessary, you can help the horse get the
message by standing with its front end 'trapped' in a corner, but with room for the back end to swing around.
Once he knows what you want, work him in an open area. Practice this until the horse knows exactly what's
expected-it may take several short sessions. Now (assuming your horse is at least green broke) repeat the
lesson from the saddle.
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Next, teach the horse to keep it's hind feet in place, while moving its front feet away from you when you give a
slight push at the shoulder. Initially you might need to place the horse's haunches in the corner, with room for
the front end to swing around, to help it understand your request. Again, once he's cooperating with you while
you're on the ground, teach him how it translates under saddle.
As with all work, keep the sessions to about 15 minutes. Be excessive with praise when the horse does what
you want. If you or the horse gets excited or grows impatient, move on to something easier and more fun. An
excited, nervous or impatient horse is not one that's in a learning frame of mind.
Here's to a happy, comfortable horse-and a happy, comfortable rider!
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Classifieds
w

Stout and gaited 14.1 mare good endurance horse $2500
Strong gaited weanling filly $2000
Contact Bruce Olson

noslo2@hotmail.com 801-420-1250
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Breeding Gaited Morgans since
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KTM Tequila Rio

DIA H Dandy Walker
(DIA H Major Boy X Red Mountain Alexa)
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(Jan Mabie Pace X Mary Mels High C)
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2007 colorful gaited fillies and colts for sale by the above stallions. Will have a possible smoky
black filly. Easy prices and plenty of gait...9 to choose from.

Ken Thomas, 650 E 1070 N. , Richfield, UT. 84701

Just a small sample of Emails and questions fielded by officers and advisors

Hey Vali…I know you’re busy, but I’m glad because I always look forward to the newsletter…one of these days I’m going
to get some quality pictures.
I love these Gaited Morgans! Especially this one (Lance) He has fast become my favorite horse and I can’t wait for the
day I can ride him. If I never said thanks for introducing me to gaited Morgans…THANK YOU!
Auggie DeScheppers
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Hi Vali…another great job with the newsletter. It looks just fantastic. I enjoy reading it from cover to cover. I
was on the list and someone was looking for a Silvershoe mare, was that you? Here’s a gaited mare for
sale..I’m trying to convince her to trade for my buckskin non-gaited filly. I don’t think she’s interested but I
thought someone else might be. She sent me pictures and she is a well built mare.
Char Cook
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We’ve been interested in gaited Morgans for quite some time. What can you tell me about them? Which gaited
breed is their gait most similar to? We offer test rides on MFTs, Pasos and TWs. There are a lot of Rockies,
apps, Tigers, Mountain horses, etc., in this area. The next logical breed for us to acquire is the gaited Morgan
but we don’t have a clue whether they are 3 gaited or 5 gaited, whether they are lateral or diagonal, the origins
of the gaited Morgans and so forth.
Any advice, information, etc., you may wish to provide we’d appreciate. Thank you.
Paula Aulton
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Frank Pulley
American Fork, Utah
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Sue LeClair
Colorado Springs
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Dusty Hackett
Colorado

Tom Arthur
Wyoming

Lance Lester
Lake Worth FLA

Chuck & Kielian DeWitt
Hamilton, Montana
10
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MISSOURI MORGANS
A THUNDERING HERD OF SOLIDLY GAITED FOALS TO OFFER
Silvershoe Colorado Moab x MaryMels Merry Widow $4000 Liver Chestnut with nearly white mane & tail
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Silvershoe Sampson x Mile Hi Donsaznea $3000

Silvershoe Colorado Moab x
Futurity’s Fairest Commandres

$3000
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Silvershoe Colorado
Moab
x
MaryMels Irish Luck
$3000.
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Silvershoe Sampson
x
Silvershoe Selena
$3000.

Silvershoe Colorado Moab
x
Emilie Victoria
Sold
photo by Diana Merritt

Silvershoe Colorado Moab x MaryMels Rosebud
$2500.

www.missourimorgans.com

2 Gaited Yearlings not pictured $2500

Jim & Vali Suddarth
Montreal, Missouri
573-286-1954
417-286-4720
vali@dam.net

The Genetics of Gait
by
Eldon Eadie
There are only two gene pairs that produce all of the different gaits that are in existence. They are the
trot/pace pair and a gait gene pair that acts always as a main gene and sometimes as a modifying gene in a
similar manner to the dilution gene that produces the palomino color. The modifier (gait genes) produces gait
by changing the patterns of dominance and the way that the trot and pace genes interact. Each foal receives
one of the trot/pace pair of genes from each parent. It will also receive a gait gene in varying degrees of intensity.
The trot/pace pair are the easiest to understand so we will talk about them first. They belong to a class
of genes called Qualitative genes. They regulate the quality or kind of characteristics in the offspring. The
best known qualitative gene pair in horses is the black/sorrel genes that produce color. These genes have a
dominant/recessive relationship where black is dominant over sorrel. There are only three ways that qualitative genes can combine—Black/black, black/sorrel, or sorrel/sorrel. Since the sorrel gene is recessive only the
double sorrel horse will be sorrel in color. The black/sorrel will be a pure black and you will not know that it
has a sorrel gene unless it produces a sorrel offspring when bred to a sorrel horse. The recessive genes can
remain hidden for many generations before they appear in a foal. The trot/pace gene pair act in a similar but
not identical manner in a completely ungaited horse. You will never see a double trot horse pacing. A trot/
pace horse will have a strong predisposition to trot but will sometimes pace, usually only as a foal. A pace/
pace horse will have a strong predisposition to pace but will almost always trot as a yearling and even as an
adult will occasionally trot or fox trot.
Now so far, this is fairly simple. When a horse has one or two strong gait genes the result is much
more complex. Gait genes belong to a class of genes that are sometimes called Poly genes. Poly genes
regulate the amount or strength of a characteristic. These genes produce such things as height, length, size,
milking ability, speed, rate of hoof growth and so on. The characteristics produced by Poly genes are always
evident in every individual of the species, but in different amounts. Let’s take height for an example. Each
horse has two height genes but there may be as many as a hundred different height genes in the equine species. If you breed a tall horse to a short horse, lets say a 14 hand horse to a 17 hand horse, there are a number of different heights that you may produce. It works like this: The short horse may have one gene producing 6 hands of height and one gene producing 8 hands of height. The tall horse may have one gene for 10
hands and one for 7 hands. The offspring will be either 13, 15, 16 or 18 hands high, depending on the gene it
receives from each parent. (This assumes that there are no environmental factors in height and also oversimplifies the genetics of height but is given here as an illustration only.)
The gait genes area a complex type of Poly gene. The main function of the gait genes in horses is to
produce the basic walk. All horses have them in some different among. In the ungaited horses they are so
weak that they do not change the trot/pace pair. In gaited horses the walk genes (gait genes) are strong
enough to interfere (modify) and the result is spectacular and produces a wide range of different gaits. There
is only one “kind” of gait gene, but there may be as many as one hundred different “strengths” of gait genes.
Each different “strength” of gait combined with the three different trot/pace “kinds” of gait produce variations of
gait that we see in the gaited horse breeds. Since the “strength” of the two gaited genes are added together
to determine the amount of gait in any individual, you need strong gait from both parents to produce a properly gaited horse. The strongest gait from only one parent will get you half way there. The horse with the
strongest gait genes will be the one that can maintain an even gait at the highest speed for its trot/pace type.
The only valid test on the strength of gait genes is with barefoot horses that have all received the same basic
training, etc. This is an important concept. My great-grandfather spent the last 30 years of his life looking for
patterns of dominance between the different variations of gait. He died long before I was born, but as a child I
picked up his dream and now have spent over 30 years doing the same thing. It just is not there, and it has
been proven many thousands of times by crossing different gaited breeds and by crossing different variations
of gait within the same breed.
Now let’s look at the different combinations of trot/pace—gait/gait genes. To keep it as simple as possible, we will just call the gait gene pair the modifying factor (modifier). Later on, we will get hopelessly technical about this and use a different set of symbols but for now, we will just use the symbol (M) for a strong
modifier, (m) for a weak modifier and (o) for no modifier. The symbol for the trot gene will be (T) and pace will
be (p).
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Type one (TTo) - Double trot with no modifier - This is one of the most common genetic types in existence. The horse will do nothing but the trot and will likely break into a trot at a slow rate of speed. The basic walk
of this horse will be slow and stiff with tight, short strides and very little articulation or flexing. Shoulder movement
will be very limited. (Rough gaited at the trot)
Type two (TTm) - Double trot with a weak modifier - This is the fast walker of the trotting breeds. This
horse will drift fairly quickly to a fox trot and then a two beat trot. It will not show much head nod at the fox trot.
The fox trot may be so close to a trot that you need slow motion video to tell that it is a four beat. The modifier
may be more common in the trotting breeds than we realize. (Smooth gaited, long striding, flat walker – strong
trotter)
Type three (TTM) - Double trot with a strong modifier - This horse will do an extended walk, a good
running walk of moderate speed, a rack, a fast four beat fox trot, and a two beat trot and nothing else. The fox trot
will show a jerky kind of head nod. You will never see this horse pace even as a newborn foal. This horse will be
an athletic, good moving horse but very obviously a trotter. With a lot of training it is possible to move the flat
walk up into the range of the running walk but the horse will always break to a trot at high speed. Shoeing for the
running walk does not work very well because you have to put heavy shoes on the back and this creates too
much lift in the hind - too much hock action. (Smooth gaited at all gaits including two beat trot. Well, let’s say relatively smooth two beat trot)
The five gaited American Saddlebred is a type three and deserves mention here. The pace gene has
been completely eliminated from the Saddlebred and the claim is made that the slow gait and rack are not natural
gaits of the breed, but are the result of training. Training alone could never produce the rack of the Saddlebred
but without training the double trot - strong gait horse may never display that gait. It has a strong predisposition to
trot and if just allowed to trot it will never develop an intermediate four beat gait of any kind. The double pace strong horse is the same. Confirmation and temperament change the way that gait genes work and this is especially evident in the Saddlebred.
Type four (Tpo) - Trot/pace no modifier - This is the ideal horse for the Standardbred when both gaits
are required. It will either trot or pace and never do an intermediate gait except the flat walk. Without training it will
likely develop a preference for the trot but will do either gait with ease. It will break into the two beat gaits at a
fairly slow speed. Makes a poor big lick horse because, even though it can pace, it trots too readily. You very
seldom get a horse with two very weak walk genes in the gaited horse breeds.
Type five (Tpm) - Trot/pace with weak modifier - This is a dual gaited horse, common in the Walking
Horse breed, but difficult to identify because training will mask the gait so easily. At moderate speed this horse
will drift to a fox trot or stepping pace. With patience this horse is capable of a very good running walk. This is the
type that must be started in training by flat walk. You fully develop the flat walk (taking months of work if necessary) before you ask for speed. Then you begin to extend that flat walk up into the range of the running walk. As
soon as the horse drifts you correct it. Eventually, you will have a good quality walking horse but never one that
can compete at speed. Speed is the acid test of the genetics of gait. Actually, type three and type nine are trained
the same way if lite shod.
Type six (TpM) - Trot/pace with strong modifier - In my opinion, this is the ideal Tennessee Walking
Horse. As a foal, this horse will either trot or pace and even as an adult will continue to do so when in the pasture.
May experience some difficulty in sorting the gaits out when first put into training but soon becomes a horse that
can easily hold an even gait at speed. Because of this it is easy to push the horse into an extended running walk
to develop length of stride and over-stride while still maintaining head nod without heavy shoes. When pushed at
extreme speed this horse will break into a canter. It may drift a little to the pace or the trot but not enough to be
detected without slow motion video. The great horses from Midnight Sun and back were this type. The type six
will be an athletic, loose moving, well balanced horse, but it should also be noted that the ideal gaited horse will
have excellent conformation and temperament, etc. Just producing a type six does not mean automatic show
quality. These horses may not even display much gait until training begins. Midnight Sun did not gait well until he
was a four year old but once he got it together he was spectacular as a lite shod horse.
Type seven (ppo) - Double pace with no modifier - A hard pacer. Never trots except maybe a stumble
as a foal. A horse that can pace while grazing. Moves stiffly. It cannot be made to nod properly even with pads,
weights, shoes, chemicals, training or alligator clips.
Type eight (ppm) - Double pace with weak modifier - The ideal big lick horse. This horse holds the flat
walk better than type seven and will not show the sharp transition to pace, but rather a fairly quick drift through
the stepping pace and then to hard pace. This horse can be made to trot with extreme methods, so artificial devices have to be a little more subtle than some of the old-timers used. It can also be used as a heavy shod plantation horse but a but stronger modifier is better.
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Type nine (ppM) - Double pace with strong modifier - The ideal heavy shod plantation horse. This
horse will sometimes do a trot in the pasture but seldom as an adult and very rarely under saddle. Almost always
will show some ability to trot as a yearling. Even the Peruvian Horse that has been bred for the pace gene for
centuries will usually show some trot as a youngster. Squares up well with heavy shoes. This horse can even
make a good lite shod running walk with a lot of training but can never handle speed without heavy shoes. Left
barefoot, this horse will have only moderate head nod and become very racky at average speeds. If you want to
promote this type as an ideal walker you either have to go to heavy shoes or start a strong movement among
TWH owners to discredit the value of speed in the running walk.
This has been an attempt to lay-out some simple categories of gait, but in reality, there are many more
variations and the borderline between types is by no means distinct. Often the only way to tell which type of horse
that you have is to breed to a known type several times and classify the offspring. One of the most common
variations is in the outcross to a non-gaited breed (one very strong gait gene and one very weak one). There are
another half-dozen types from this, none of them properly gaited. Gait, confirmation and disposition are so interdependent that it would be foolish to even try to explain the different results of different combinations. Any attempt to categorize such as this will ultimately fall short of reality but it is useful as a tool in breeding for gait and
gives a basic understanding of some of the problems and complexities involved.
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Figure 1. The Genetics of Gait
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REAU MORGANS
HORSES FOR SALE
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JELLICO SIR LANCELOT
Auggie & Becky DeSchepper
Polo, Missouri
660-354-3565
beckyd@greenhills.net
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by Vali & Jim Suddarth
Jim and I spent December and January working out the details for our trip out west..
We had 2 horses to deliver, one to Colorado, and one to Utah. We figured we’d buy
a horse or two while we were out there to fulfill our plans for expanding our broodmare band and acquiring the bloodlines needed. We had a line up of horses we
wanted to look at. Just before leaving, one of Jim’s insurance clients mentioned she
needed some horses hauled to Utah...6 of them. Exciting...this changed our thinking
for the whole trip. It was an opportunity for us to make our buying trip a little more substantial. Suddenly we needed a
much larger trailer. We got lucky and found an old used aluminum stock trailer, big enough for eight horses, and fixed it
up. We thought we’d sell it after we got back, it wouldn’t be often we’d need a large stock trailer like that one.
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We left Missouri on a Thursday, loaded down with 8 horses, (they all went in nicely thank goodness) and drove straight
through to our 1st destination in Colorado to drop off Missouri’s Mels Bud, meeting our buyer, Sue LaClaire at a truck
stop on Thursday at 10:30 pm. We continued to drive all night going into Wyoming, taking turns driving. We did stop for
a nap while we were waiting on a car dealership to open up and sell us a fuel filter. It was nice to stop rolling. Off again
after repairs. Driving through Lamb’s crossing , just before hitting Utah, I think it was called, is one of the most beautiful
sights we took in. Arriving in American Fork our first order of business was to get those 6 horses unloaded, meeting
folks from South Utah at the truck stop, and then head over to Frank Pulley’s to drop off a filly for Ken. Frank was at
work, so we just showed ourselves into the barnyard and unloaded.
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We had an appointment to meet with Bruce Olson as well. He had a couple of horses for us
to look at. While we were there we saw Black Jazzman by Moses. Jazz is quite an impressive
stallion. It piqued or interest in having a foal by Moses. Bruce had
a nice gelding and mare for
sale we were looking at. We
enjoyed meeting Bruce and
spending time looking at his
stock. Bruce was a founder of
the Gaited Morgan Club
MSFHA..
Bruce & mare
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Gelding

Jazzman
We had arranged to also go by Mel Frandsens for a visit and to take a look at a young Palomino stallion he had to offer. By this time we were needing a room and shower, but we wanted to see that stallion first.
We drove a long way to look at horses and we had a tight schedule to get it all done. After leaving Bruce’s we headed
on over to Mel’s place. MaryMels Tyke is a superb example of Mel’s breeding, a well gaited and lovely Palomino color
on this young stallion. Mels’ son and grandsons came by while we were there and grandson Josh who had been working with Tyke hopped up on Tyke and demonstrated his assets for us. Swanee and Brandy were 2 other stallions on
Mel’s place. We saw Swanee a few years ago and he looks better than ever. After a nice visit with Mel and Mary and
their family, we were by this time pretty wore out. We got a room in American Fork and got a partial night’s sleep in
preparation for another long trek from American Fork on out to Sacramento California to meet up with Suzanne Heskett
and check out a couple of horses she had for sale.
Mel & Tyke
Josh & Tyke
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continued
4 am came entirely too early, but the adventure of travel was exciting enough to drive us onward. We were looking forward to
driving through the mountains. There were some interesting sites along the way, and driving into the pines of the Sierras and
the mountain region was beautiful, despite the ice and snow we were driving into. We wound our way through the mountains
towards Sacramento to the turn to Suzanne’s. The residential area was quite unique in that it was a community of large country homes, some with nice sized acreages, and several with horses. Suzanne’s place was an absolute treat for me, as her
extensive gardens were in friendly bloom all around. I wish this article was in color so you could appreciate the background
in the photos. While there we were introduced to several Morgans...one was a gaited Morgan that came from Brent
Skidmore, WNS Indecision... quite impressive. We came to pick up YDR Silvershoe Smokey Gold, and YDR Penny Jane.
Smoke is a full brother to Silvershoe Sundance, the nice Palomino Stallion of Jellico Farm.
Sue, Ron, & Jim
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Smoke

Penny

Rock formation on I-80
The mare is YDR Penny Jane. Penny is by MaryMels Yellowbird and a half sister to the Missouris Mels Bud we just sold to
Sue LeClair. She looks very similar although much darker in color. We have bred her to Caduceus Moses. So we had a
lovely afternoon with the Hesketts, trying out the horses, and enjoyed a nice dinner as well. I just was so impressed with the
extensive garden collection Sue has (being in the business I am in). You should visit just to see it and enjoy their company.
After dinner, we loaded up and headed back to Salt Lake. As we climbed back up into the Sierra Pass, the strangest thing
happened….we were in a traffic jam...we could not imagine what was going on...assumed there was a wreck or something,
and this went on for miles and miles, and of course snow was coming down harder
Ray Jessup on Katie
every minute. We finally pulled over to take a break from it, and someone told us we
had hit spring break traffic. Who would have thought, But sure enough, once we
passed the turn to Tahoe, there was no more traffic. We drove straight through all the
way back to American Fork all night long, taking turns driving and sleeping. Now that
was a long night with snow and ice off and on, pulling an 8 horse. But, we had a meeting with Ray Jessop on Sunday at the truck stop in American Fork. He had driven
some 5 or 6 hours through a terrible snow storm. to meet us. We were pretty impressed with the filly he had brought. Ray showed us the lovely gaited filly Katie, by
Sampson, and in the bitter cold wind, at the truck stop on the interstate, he exhibited
her beauty and gait. We purchased Katie and bred her later to Moses as well. We
had a roundup of sorts...picking up Katie, going back to Franks and picking up Hi
C...this time we had a short visit with Frank...He has a giant sized good Morgan over
there, KTM Stetson out of DIA H Dandy Walker x KTM Nicks Legacy. Well, by this
time, we’re again in great need of a hotel room. Gary Gray accommodated our
horses, so we went to his place and unloaded the 4 we had already acquired for an
overnight stay. Then back to a well needed rest at a local hotel in American Fork.
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Monday morning we felt half alive again.
We met up with Gary Gray early over at
his place. We had never seen Moses in
person, and I know my heart stopped a
moment when I rounded the corner of the
barn at his pen. I must say his previously
published photo does not show the whole
picture. I could say the same for
Sampson...he is MUCH larger than I expected and quite a flashy horse. We had
3 mares in mind to purchase from Gary
and went to their pasture. We were very
pleased with what we saw, and even
more so as we moved them about the
pasture. Solid gaiting, no trot.
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MaryMels Hi C
Caduceus Moses
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continued

Mile Hi Donsanea
Cambridge Hot n Tot x Saddleback
Sorceress 1990 Moab’s Dam

Silvershoe Selena
Jan Mabie Pace x MaryMels Swift Suzy
2000 gaited Chestnut mare

Silvershoe Sunbeam
Silvershoe Sundust x MaryMels Calypso
2003 Buckskin
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After seeing Silvershoe Black Jazzman, Jim and I were of a mindset to find a horse like him. We were interested in buying him,
but he’s got a pretty long term home there with Bruce. Not for sale!! Kathy Schultz has a colt by Jazzman out of the good
gaited mare MaryMels Sippi and he’s looking similar to Jazz. That might have been a good option for us and we intended to go
back through Colorado and take a look at him, as well as go by Foxton. Well, fate stepped in, when I jokingly told Gary we m ight
as well just load Moses up and take him back to Missouri with him...we had one empty slot left on the trailer. Much to our delight,
Gary said Moses didn’t have any dates for the summer and let’s just load him too. A second intervention by fate, actually the
main intervention was the fact that snow and ice had shut down Interstate 80 up in Wyoming, and Denver was getting pounded
with snow and ice. We had to look at taking the southern route back to Missouri. The decision was made...we go south and
Moses goes with us. So back to the barn for an interesting process of loading up a bunch of horses who don’t know each other,
and ask them to get in there with Moses who was being very vocal. I was wringing my hands a few times while Gary and Jim
were wrangling inside the trailer. Whew...job done..we were ready to head out.
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Southward HO, thinking we’d go to Vegas and then pick up the Highway East. That was a good plan...but...this navigator decided
it looked a whole lot shorter to cut through Zion National Park. Did you know that when you get 30 miles into the park you come
to a check point where you then have to pay per axle to continue through the park? They strongly discourage rigs and it was a
little pricey. We made the decision to go back and pickup the other road that goes around Zion. It was a slow journey across that
section, down into Arizona to pickup the Interstate and was a relief to get on 4 lanes again so we could make some time. Horses
are all traveling well it seems. We drove solid and steady all night long, and then...the misfortunate….blowout on the trail er somewhere in New Mexico about 6am in the morning. I had one of those Garmin navigators and do you know that you can ask it for
the services that are nearby? Don’t you know there was a tire store on the previous exit, and it was a big one that just happened
to have the rim and tire that we needed. We could complain of our misfortune but good fortune returned. It was about a 4 hour
delay for us though. Back on the road again, through Oklahoma, into Missouri, rolling in to our home area about midnight. Well,
Missouri had been getting saturated with rain the last few days. Our neighbor and my Mom who was here at the farm while we
were gone, told us we could not get into the county road to our farm from either end. We were stuck with no where to go, only 18
miles from the house...these poor horses had been on the road 36 hours by now. They had to get off that trailer. It just so happens that our veterinarian is near to where we ended up at, and we called him at 12:30 am, and he met us at the animal hospit al,
with stalls ready with water and hay for 8 horses, helped us unload, checked everyone out, and then insisted we come home with
him to stay the night. We slept the next morning til about 10 o’clock...we were bushed. But we were excited at the prospect of
getting everyone home and out on the grass. Back to the animal hospital, loaded everyone up without much incident, and headed
up the road for the seemingly very short 18 mile drive to the house. The water was down by now. Home was never such a welcome sight and of course when you pull in with a trailer, it creates a ruckus on the farm. We were greeted by the dogs and c ats,
all the horses were calling out to each other as we unloaded one by one, and put them up in the corral for safe-keeping until we
could make sure all was well with each of them. Moses of course went in the stall at the big barn, continuing to enjoy his sweet
alfalfa we had brought for him. We don’t have much alfalfa here in Missouri so we feed brome hay, and there is a noticeable
calming after a horse has transitioned from alfalfa to brome or grass. Everyone has settled in well, and we feel so grateful for the
opportunities that presented themselves for us to build our herd with good gaited mares, and to have Moses here for a season.
We have bred Moses to 11 of our mares while he has been here, looking for that Jazzman look alike, but we will have his babies
on the ground here in the Midwest for 2009. It was a wonderful trip, won’t do it again anytime soon pulling a load, but if you all
get the chance...it’s not that bad of a drive...go do it….the scenery is so different from the Midwest.
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Jim and I had a good time together, and the driving force that kept our energy up to continue on, was the passion we have for
these gaited Morgans. We believe in the horse, we believe the market is strong for gaited horses, and even stronger for pretty
gaited horses like the gaited Morgans we are all raising. We are believing and hoping the economy will turn around, and the
horse market for well bred gaited Morgan horses will become even stronger in the next few years. It was a trip for fun and adventure, but it was a trip for building our future with our Gaited Morgan breeding program.
(Got lucky and sold that trailer for slightly more than what we had in it!!)
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Silvershoe Morgans
Gary Gray

Highland, UT
801-885-4714
gary_l_gray22@msn.com
11 foals expected in 2009

Caduceus Moses
Patchett Hill
x
Merry Miranda
1992 Homozygous Black

